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Robots + A.I.→ Industrial application

Agro and food products = Random shape + positions





Source: Boston Dynamics
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Amazon offers “pay as you go” approach which means a user will pay 
only for the individual services s/he uses without any long term 
licensing.

Microsoft Azure is less expensive than AWS and charges on a minute 
basis.

GCP too charges on a minute basis and there are no up-front costs or 
termination fees.









ADVANTAGES OF 

LOW-CODE/NO-

CODE 

PLATFORMS

 Accessibility: Low-code/no-code platforms enable non-tech people 

or businesses to build AI systems from scratch, thus, making AI 

more accessible to a wider variety of companies.

 Usability: These tools often have an intuitive drag-and-drop interface 

where the complexity is reduced to its minimum, so, as a rule, it’s 

quite easy to navigate through low-code/no-code AI platforms.

 Speed: Because low-code/no-code AI platforms often have pre-built 

AI models, project templates, and ready-made datasets, it takes 

much less time to label and iterate the data, significantly 

accelerating the model development.

 Scalability: AI performs tasks for a lot (if not a hundred) of users, 

saving time and resources of the company. Besides, the servers are 

automatically scaled up or down, depending on the load, and it’s 

really easy to follow the workload and the progress itself.



DISADVANTAGES 

OF LOW-

CODE/NO-CODE 

PLATFORMS

 Security: Some platforms may fail to design access protocols and that’s an issue 

for companies where security is at the utmost priority. It’s safe to research the 

terms and conditions to clearly understand how and where your data is going to be 

processed.

 Lack of customization: Though easy and fast, low-code/no-code platforms are 

mostly limited in functionality, because they’re designed to cover a specific problem 

and it’s hard to come up with out-of-the-box, more complex solutions. Business 

needs change like the wind, so once you’ve outgrown a specific solution or 

functionality, where do you go next?

 Requires consultation or training: Ideally, the ML engineer, human resources 

specialist, and marketing intern should be equally able to use the low-code/no-

code platforms, but that’s not always the case. Because the end-user of an AI 

platform is an ML engineer anyways, it will take a lot of training and consultations 

for the rest of the team to find their way around AI processes.

 Lack of trust: What we’ve seen so far is that low-code/no-code AI platforms gain 

popularity, but are they as practical as the traditional ML approaches? According to 

Google Trends, the interest in no code ML is increasing but people interested in 

traditional ML are far ahead. This is because ML and computer vision have been 

there for a while, these resources and libraries heavily outnumber low-code/no-

code AI platforms.
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AND NO-CODE AI 
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CREATE ML
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GOOGLE AUTOML



TOP 7 LOW-CODE 
AND NO-CODE AI 
PLATFORMS

 Levity



TOP 7 LOW-CODE AND NO-CODE AI PLATFORMS

 Lobe



TOP 7 LOW-CODE AND NO-CODE AI PLATFORMS

 Obviously AI



TOP 7 LOW-CODE AND NO-CODE AI PLATFORMS

 MakeML



IP

Based on open-source 

ROS (Robot operating system) 


